Look for Sales Producing Ideas in Commandments of Retailing

August and September Don’t Have to be Dull Selling Months. This Article Tells You Why.

By HERB GRAFFIS

DO you apply “The Ten Commandments of Mass Retailing to your pro shop business?

If you do, you are a successful pro businessman. Numerous pros have pointed out that the articles on pro shop merchandising that Jack Hoffman and Johnny Burt had in July GOLFDOM (pages 36 and 44) were applications of the first five of “The Ten Commandments of Mass Retailing,” presented in the same issue. These “commandments” were compiled after a study National Cash Register Co., Dayton, O. made of successful shop operation.

The second five of these fundamentals of retailing are especially timely because they suggest how to spur pro shop business in August and September.

August and September used to be considered dull months for pro shop business. But that’s been changed by smart pros. November and December used to be absolutely dead in pro shops in about three-fourths of the country. But now the Christmas golf gift business in shops all around the country has made November and December two of the big selling months of the year.

Now, instead of believing there’s not much that can be done about boosting dog-day sales, pros are checking their operations with the “commandments” of retailing and coming up with sales-producing ideas.

Customer Sells Self

The second five of the “commandments” of retailing have as No. 6: “Expose your customer to the mass appeal of merchandise.” This means to have the merchandise displayed so the customer is impelled to examine it. The modern note in store merchandising is to have a maximum of merchandise and a minimum of fixtures and walls seen by the customer.

At most pro shops the customer has to do an important part of the selling himself. That is the way it should be. The customer comes to the course primarily to play golf, not to buy golf goods. Hence the customer must be given every possible opportunity to sell himself . . . or herself . . . by having the goods handy and inviting.

This “commandment” implies that the pro and his assistants are going to have to neatly rearrange merchandise that may be scattered by shoppers. But that is part of the cost of doing business.

Display islands with shelves at several levels expose a lot of merchandise.

You have to have the stock to show. Maybe you’ll lose a little by pilferage but you’ll make up for this loss by increased sales.

Commandment 7 is: “Give your products a selling role.” Take advantage of the good looks of the merchandise, its packaging, its advertising in publications and through mailings, pro shop signs, etc.

Merchandise that is pre-sold to some degree by advertising or attractive packaging and display accounts for more and quicker profits for the pro.

Signs: Too Many To Too Few

Pro shops used to have a lot of wallcards and other display signs, sometimes to the extent that the shop looked untidy. Attention was attracted to the signs rather than the merchandise. Now there are very few signs in pro shops. Possibly there aren’t enough of them to direct buyers’ attention to such things as new products, women’s clubs or prices.

Price tags do an immense amount of selling in shops. Pros at some wealthy clubs somehow have got the idea that price tags don’t go with class selling. But every time a pro at a swanky club has put the price plainly on merchandise he has found that he makes more sales, serves members better, saves time and offends nobody.

Pros sometimes have the opinion that because they know the retail prices of
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top grades of clubs all their members know these prices. Hence, news of the prices of top quality clubs — and bags — sometimes comes as a shock to members especially women golfers. The shock stops or delays buying. Price tags would get potential buyers accustomed to the figures.

"Give your customers a buying role," is Commandment No. 8. When you do this you enable your customer to sell himself more than you can. Then the pro or his assistant serves best by making sure that the selected merchandise fits the customer.

Tempt the Customer
Numerous pros have had the impression that their shop customers would buy only moderate-priced golf apparel. But when these pros displayed quality goods that wasn't competitive with that which could be bought for a few cents less at downtown "sales," the pro shop apparel volume increased.

When the customer is starred in a buying role in your shop you do more business than when you or your assistants take the center of the stage as salesmen.

Commandment 9: "Allow your salespeople to do more selling at peak periods," brings some lessons from the chain stores to the pro shops.

Peak periods at private club pro shops are Saturday and holiday forenoons, Ladies' Day forenoons, Wednesdays and Sundays around noon. The assistants ought to be in the shop during those periods because the pro probably is on the first tee.

Every private club member, for some reason, expects immediate service when he or she comes into a pro shop. There are sizes to be brought out from stock, sales tickets to be entered, records to be consulted for data on amounts due on blind
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Keeping Them Happy

The idea is to make every customer feel as though everything is being done for his convenience and with only one — or maybe two assistants — in the shop, it is going to require training, personality and good luck to keep the peak load customers happy.

It all adds up to “Don’t keep them waiting.” It takes enough time to play 18 holes these days!

Commandment 10 is “Remove the bottlenecks in recording sales.” The pro shop sales book and register usually are located conveniently where they can be reached, but when they’re not the mistake is costly in time and money.

National Cash Register experts have worked out a simple accounting system for use in the golf shop but it never has been used enough by pros who need its help the most.

Sales recording tied up with an inventory check, accounts payable and receivable information and a reliable re-order signalling system would make operation of many shops less confusing.

The necessity of keeping records for federal income tax and state sales tax purposes has accounted for a marked improvement in pro business records and management. However manufacturers often remark that failure of pros to take advantage of cash discounts involves amounts equal to profits on a great many club, ball, bag and apparel sales.

Another loss that pro records ought to prevent is the unnecessary expense of shipments that have to be rushed at extra cost because the pro didn’t order in plenty of time to get the merchandise without paying a shipping premium.

Birds Are Singing Again in New England

An article in the July GCSA New England Newsletter states that in May, tees and greens in this state (Mass.) were a sad looking lot, enough to discourage even the most experienced supt. "But," the article continues, "thanks to the diligence, patience and hard work of the turf specialists, the tees and greens are just about back to normal. The wounds and scars from Mother Nature's low blows have almost disappeared. Last week's cool, drizzly weather was all that was needed to restore the turf."
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